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Resources

Book chapters
▶ Mixtape, chapter 10 (recommended; more comprehensive than The Effect)
▶ The Effect, chapter 21

YouTube: videos 22/23 of my Causal Inference Playlist
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyvUJLHD8IsJCB7ALqwjRG1BjL5JxE__H


Synthetic Controls

The synthetic control (SC) method has become increasingly popular in
economics and other disciplines

Goal: estimate the causal effect of an event that occurs at an aggregate level
(country, city, state, etc)
▶ the effect of a change in monetary or fiscal policy on GDP, unemployment, etc
▶ the effect of conflict on various outcomes
▶ the effect of law change in one state

Challenges:
▶ difficult to find a suitable counterfactual
▶ only one unit is treated⇒ challenging inference
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Synthetic Controls

SC is a difference-in-differences estimator that is suitable for answering such
questions

Main idea: data-driven counterfactual
▶ the counterfactual is a weighted average of all potential control units
▶ the weights are determined by a matching algorithm
▶ ...chosen to closely match the trend before the event
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Synthetic Control Example
Classic example for synthetic controls: impact of terrorism in the Basque country
on GDP (Abadie & Gardeazabal, 2003)

Control group: weighted average of other Spanish citites
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Synthetic Controls: Set-up

We observe J + 1 units in periods t = 1, . . . ,T

One unit is exposed to an intervention in t = τ; hence it is treated in all periods after
τ

The remaining J units are an untreated reservoir of potential controls (“donor
pool”)

Potential outcomes
▶ Y0

1t outcome of unit i at time t in absence of a treatment
▶ Y1

1t otucomeof unit i at time t if the unit is treated after τ
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Synthetic Controls: Set-up

We want to estimate the effect of the intervention on the treated units for all time
periods after τ: (α1,τ+1, . . . , α1T )

α1t = Y1
1t − Y0

1t = Y1t − Y0
1t ,

Y1t is the observed outcome of the treated unit

The challenge is to find the counterfactual Y0
1t
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Synthetic Controls: Implementation

We construct the counterfactual as the weighted average of the outcomes of the
donor pool

Y0
1t =

∑
j

w∗j Yjt

▶ w∗j ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of donor unit

▶ w∗j ≥= 0 ∀j,
∑

j

w∗j ∀j

▶ Yjt is the outcome of donor unit j in time t

The optimal weights are the result of an optimization procedure
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Synthetic Controls: Implementation

How do we find the optimal weight vector W∗ = (w∗2, ...,w
∗
J+1)

′?
▶ We have a set of weights, W , such that some (or zero) weight is placed on each

potential donor unit.
▶ A different weight vector (W ) implies a different synthetic control.
▶ Let X1 be a (k × 1) vector of pre-intervention characteristics for the treated

unit. Similarly, let X0 be a (k × J) matrix which contains the same variables for
the unaffected units.

▶ The goal is to find the weight vector, W∗, that brings the weighed value of X0 as
close as possible to X1.
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Synthetic Controls: Estimation

X can include pre-treatment characteristics as well as pre-treatment outcomes

We need to find two sets of weights:
▶ The weight vector W∗ ⇒ weight of each unit in the synthetic control
▶ V : diagonal weight matrix of each variable in predicting the synthetic control
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Synthetic Controls: Estimation

Minimization problem

||X1 − X0W || =
√
(X1 − X0W)′ V (X1 − X0W),

▶ Letting vm be the diagonal element relating to the mth covariate, then the weights
w∗2, ...,w

∗
J+1 minimise:

k∑
m=1

vm

X1m −

J+1∑
j=2

wjXjm


2

▶ Choice of vs can be subjective or could be based on a pre-treatment
regression of Y on X or some other algorithm.
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Synthetic Controls: Estimation

This procedure sounds daunting...

but the optimization is usually done by statistical software

Jens Hainmueller has developed the synth package for Stata, Matlab and R

He also has a nice video showing how to implement this
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Application 1: Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003)

Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) provide the first well-known application of SC

They want to estimate the effect of terrorism in the Basque country on growth

Challenge: no other Spanish region followed the same trend

⇒ use weighted average across Spanish regions as synthetic control group
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Basque Country vs. the Rest of Spain
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Basque Country vs. Synthetic control
After choice of optimal weights W∗, V∗: Catalonia:0.8508, Madrid: 0.1492
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Basque Country vs. Synthetic control
Now use W∗ to compute Y0

1t =
∑

j

w∗j Yjt
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Estimated GDP vs. Terrorism
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What about Unobservable Factors?

As with any Diff-in-Diff, causal identification relies on the common trends
assumption

The outcomes could have diverged after τ for reasons other than terrorism

But this is less of an issue when
▶ we have a long pre-treatment period
▶ and match based on pre-treatment outcomes

⇒ not plausible that factors that produce a tight fit before would diverge afterwards
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Inference

Conventional statistical inference is difficult because we typically have two time
series
▶ 2T observations
▶ strong serial correlation and too few clusters

Alternative: permutation tests
▶ run placebo SC on all units in the donor pool
▶ compute the treatment effect for each placebo
▶ compare placebos to the estimated treatment effect
▶ compute empirical p-value
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Second Example: Abadie et al. (2010)

Abadie et al. (2010) evaluate a tobacco control program in California 1988

Proposition 99
▶ increase in cigarette taxes by 25cent per pack
▶ information campaigns
▶ clean indoor-air campaigns
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Cigarette Sales

California had lower sales than most US states throughout
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Predictors for Choosing Weights
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Optimal Weights
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California vs. Synthetic Control
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California vs. Synthetic Control
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Permutation Test
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Permutation Test

The permutation test reveals that California is a clear outlier

Based on the placebo treatment effects, it is possible to compute an empirical p-value

p =
1 + b
1 + N

▶ b ⇒ Number of placebo estimates larger in absolute value than our estimate
▶ N ⇒ Number of placebo estimates
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I Couldn’t Resist Including This One

From: Born et al. (2019)
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I Couldn’t Resist Including This One

From: Born et al. (2019)
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What’s Interesting about this Study

Born et al. (2019) are very careful about robustness checks
▶ Conventional randomization inference
▶ Placebo Brexit vote dates
▶ Placebos with restricted donor pool

In addition: they look at channels and estimate an expectation-augmented VAR
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Country Weights in Born et al. (2019)
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Conventional Randomization Checks
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Placebos: Brexit Vote at Different Dates
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Placebos: Leave out Important Donor Countries
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Synthetic Controls: the Cookbook I

Follow the Standard Protocol
▶ Think and explain why there should be a causal effect
▶ Select a donor pool and construct the counterfactual
▶ Report pre-treatment characteristics for treatment and counterfactual
▶ Show the main results graphically
▶ Perform permutation tests and show them graphically
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Synthetic Controls: the Cookbook II

More robustness checks
▶ Report counterfactuals different matching periods
▶ Perform placebo tests with restricted donor pools

Complement SC with another method
▶ Conventional DiD
▶ Time series models, etc etc
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Synthetic Controls in R

R has two excellent packages: synth and SCtools

The implementation in both is very straightforward!
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